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Abstract: This study is intended to find out the use of the term of kinship as the term of address in speech
acts among the youth of the Rejang ethnic group in Bengkulu. The research subjects were the Rejang native
speakers of 15-30 years old. This research is based on sociolinguistics study. The data are utterances that
contain elements of the term of address that refers to the kinship relationship between speakers and
interlocutors. The data obtained from a number of selected informants through participatory observation,
interview and recording. The results of the research as follows: (1) in the speech act, the youth of the Rejang
tend to use the general term to address the interlocutors without notice to the kinship relationsip between
himself or herself and the addressed; (2) the youth of the Rejang didn’t recognize anymore the terms of
kinship in the Rejang language which refers to kinship relationship, both from marriage relations and from
blood relations; (3) the replacement of the term of kinship as a term of address with a general terms regarded
as the extinction of those concept among the youth of the Rejang; in other words, it was a language shift
phenomenon in the specific domain of the Rejang language; (4) the phenomenon of the extinct of the concept
of kinship among the youth of the Rejang shows the decline of the Rejang language vitality and social change
of the Rejang ethnic group.
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Language is a social phenomenon (Boas 1964; . The use of language by a particular group of
community members, for example the use of terms of address, reflects social relations between the
speaker and the interlocutor. In utterances, the term of address refers to certain references, namely
individuals, who socially have a certain status and position based on gender, age, occupation,
religion, social position, kinship relations or marital relations. The choice of using the term is
related to the speaker's language capacity, i.e. the vocabulary that can be used as a term of address,
in addition to his knowledge of social relations.
This study focused on finding the tendency of vocabulary choices to address by young
people of the Rejang ethnic groups in everyday conversation. This research based on
sociolinguistic approach Fasold 1984; Firth 1964; Fishman 1972a, 1972b; Appel and Pieter
Muysken, 1988). The basic assumption is that the choice of vocabulary usage for address in
everyday conversation related to the language capacity of the speaker and his knowledge of social
relations. A lexicon, because it is no longer recognized by the speaker, is replaced by another
lexicon as the term of address in the conversation. For example, the word minen means that the
uncle's wife (the father's sister or mother's sister) is replaced with the word bibi which means (a)
the little mother's sister or litle father's sister or (b) a woman who is younger than the mother or
father. The word minen refers to individuals who have marital relations but not genealogical
relations with the speaker. In meaning (a) the word bibi refers to individuals who have genealogical
relations with the speaker, and in the meaning of (b) the word refers to individuals who only have
social relations but do not have either genealogical relations or marital relations.
Theoretically, the extinct of a number of lexicons to speakers of a language means the loss
of a number of concepts to the speaker. In this context, the concept in question is social relations,
kinship, and marriage that describes the organization or social structure of the speaking
community. On the one hand, the loss of a number of lexicons, in this context is the lexicon of
kinship relations, indicating a decrease in the vitality of the language concerned. On the other hand,
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this phenomenon also shows social change Fasold 1984; Firth 1964; Fishman 1972a, 1972b; Appel
and Pieter Muysken, 1988).
Method
This research is based on sociolinguistics, focused on the use of the term of addres in
everyday utterances among youth of Rejang ethnic groups in Bengkulu. The subjects of this
research were Rejang ethnic youth, aged 18-35 years, native speakers of Rejang language, some
who lived in the village and some others lived in the district or sub-city cities. Research data is in
the form of utterances that contain the terms of address, both in the form of kinship terminology
and other lexicons that can be used to address. In addition, the data of this study are also in the
form of knowledge of research subjects about kinship relations and Rejang ethnic social
organization. Data collection was conducted through interviews with and recording utterances from
the research subject, and to the kinship terminology and lexicon questions to a number of
informants as well. Data analysis is carried out by utilizing semantic principles (Leech 1981) to see
the reference shift and the principles of discourse analysis (Fairclough 1995, 204) to see the
phenomenon of social shifts.
Result and Discussion
Based on speech data and kinship terminology and lexicon lists received through the
interview, the following phenomena are found. First, in the speech act, the youth of the Rejang tend
to use the general term to address the interlocutors without notice to the kinship relationsip between
himself or herself and the addressed. A common phenomenon is replacement. The lexicon of
tamang “aunt’s husband (mother’s sister or father’s sister)” for example, is no longer used to
address the interlocutor who has a kinship relationship with the speaker. To address the intended
interlocutor, the word mamak “uncle” is used (father’s younger brother or mother’s younger
brother or adult male younger than father or mother). In utterance Kumu coa majok Yan, mamak?
(You don’t invite Yan, uncle?) the speaker uses the mamak to address the interlocutor. In the case
of the above speech, the other person is “the speaker’s aunt’s husband”. In such cases, the speaker
and the interlocutor have kinship relationships. The appropriate designation according to the
relation is tamang. Another example is utterance Des, be ko tmulung uku tnelek bajau (Des, later
help me turn clothes on clothesline). Des, is the nickname of Desmi, the sister of the speaker’s
husband. Between Desmi and the speaker there is a marriage relationship, and in this connection
the term of address for Desmi is a segadis or gadis. Furthermore, in the following utterances,
there appears the lexicon replacement for the term gindo. Gindo is a term for a sister or older
brother-in-law or male-in-law (woman speaking). Wak, keme ngucep daw trimo kasiak atas
kedatangan wak (Wak, we thank you very much for coming). In almost all the utterances obtained,
the lexicon used to address the interlocutor who has kinship relations with the speaker is replaced
by a non-kinship lexicon. This phenomenon shows that Rejang young people no longer pay
attention to kinship relations and use kinship lexicons to address the interlocutor. On the contrary,
young people tend to use the non-lexicon based on age and sex relations.
Furthermore, the youth of the Rejang didn’t recognize anymore the terms of kinship in the
Rejang language which refers to kinship relationship, both from marriage relations and from blood
relations. Based on the list of questions provided for research subjects, it was found that Rejang
young people no longer recognize kinship lexicons to address the interlocutors in the kin relations
in everyday conversation. They address the other person who has a certain kinship relationship
with them using a non-kinship lexicon. The following is a table that shows the replacement of the
term of address.
upik
“wife’s younger sister” (man speaking)
asoak; adik
“little brother or sister”
kuyung
for
“the younger person”
“wife’s younger brother” (man speaking)
segadis; gadis
“husband’s younger sister” (woman speaking)
sebujang; bujang
“husband’s younger brother” (woman speaking)
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kakak; ayuk
“old brother or old sister”
“the older person”

mamak
“younger brother of father
or mother”
“younger man of father or
mother”
bibi
“younger sister of father or
mother”
“younger woman of father
or mother”

bibi; wak

mamak; wak; bapak

for

for

kaken
“husband’s older brother” (woman speaking)
“wife’s older brother” (man speaking)
“wife’s older sister” (man speaking)
dayang
“husband’s older sister” (woman speaking)
tamang
“the husband of the aunt”
mamak
“father’s or mother’s younger brother”

for

minen
“mamak’s wife”
bibi
“youger sister of father or mother”

for

nyai
“yonger or older sister of father-in-law”
(man and woman speaking)

for

kyai
“younger or older brother of mother-in-law”
(man speaking)
gindo
“younger or older brother of mother-in-law or
father-in-law” (woman speaking)

The replacement of the term of kinship as a term of address with a general terms regarded
as the extinction of those concept among the youth of the Rejang; in other words, it was a
language shift phenomenon in the specific domain of the Rejang language (cf. Appel, and Pieter
Muysken 1988; Fasold 1984; Fishman 1972a, 1972b). The phenomenon of the extinct of the
concept of kinship among the youth of the Rejang shows the decline of the Rejang language vitality
and social change of the Rejang ethnic group (UNESCO 2003).
The terms upik, kuyung, sebujang, segadis, asoak, sister, kaken, dayang, brother, ayuk,
tamang, mamak, minen, aunt, nyai, kyai, gindo, wak, bapak in the Rejang ethnic kinship structure
(cf. Levi-Strauss 1964) point to the concept of ‘insider and outsiders’ based on the principle of
exogamy. Insiders and outsiders point to the origin of a person (husband or wife) who are different
petulai (descent unilaterally on the basis of exogamous marital forms, cf. Sidik 1980; Marsden
1975). The dichotomy of upik - adik / asoak, kaken - ayuk / older brother, mamak - tamang, bibi
- minen, socially describes the principle of exogamy, namely marriage that requires brides to come
from different petulai, so the mention of individuals who are not blood related is semantically
distinguished with individuals who have blood relations.
The phenomenon of the extinct the kinship terminology among young people in Rejang is
in line with social changes that have taken place since the first half of the twentieth century, namely
from patrilineal to matrilineal (Jaspan 1964). Since that time, the concept of beleket or jujur
(Marsden 1975, 257-258; Hazairin 1936, 41-46; Sidik 1980)2 tends to be abandoned, whereas the
Marsden menjelaskan sebagai berikut, “The jujur is a certain sum of money, given by one
to another, as a consideration for the person of his doughter, whose situation, in this case, differs
not much from that of a slave to the man she marries, and to his family. His absolute property in
her depends, however, upon some nice circum-stances. Biside batang jujur (or main sum), there
2
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concept of semendo tambik anak and semendo rajo-rajo or semendo mardiko (Marsden 1975; Sidik
1980) tends to more popular for ethnic Rejang people. The concept of semendo rajo-rajo (marriage
which prioritizes agreement between the two parties in dowry, a bilateral residence based on
marriage). Consequently, the concept of petulai has changed or shifted its meaning today. The
limits of dwelling are no longer genealogical but rather geographical. “Outsiders” no longer mean
“people from different petulai” but “people from different villages or ethnic groups (for example
Javanese, Sundanese, Pasemah, Batak).” In short, the replacement of kinship terms in utterances, a
phenomenon of language shift in line with Rejang’s ethnic social change from unilateral to
bilateral.
Conclusion
The data shows that the replacement of the term of kinship in the speech of the Rejang
youth to address the interlocutor who has a both marriage and blood relations. The replacement
phenomenon shows the extinct of the kinship lexicon and those concept among the youth of the
Rejang. Specifically, the replacement of the term of kinship also means there are a language shift
phenomenon in the specific domain of the Rejang language. Besides that, the phenomenon of the
extinct of the concept of kinship among the youth of the Rejang shows the decline of the language
language vitality and social change of the Rejang ethnic group.
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